
MORE MOVING ALTERNATIVES.
The new MAN Lion’s City G. Clean and effi cient, leading the way.

The various new MAN Lion's City G models prove just how 
unmistakable design can be when combined with resource-
saving innovation to create a fully evolved package.

PRESENTING
THE NEW MAN LIONʼS CITY G.
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THE ENVIRONMENTALLY FRIENDLY ALTERNATIVE TO 
DIESEL. MAKE WAY FOR THE NATURAL GAS-FUELLED 
MAN LION’S CITY G.

In every city around the world, the volume of traffi c is on the rise, as are the related challenges. Laws governing 
pollutant limits for modern public transport are becoming ever more strict. A modern city can improve its image 
and the quality of life it offers to its residents by taking actions to reduce pollutant and noise emissions from its 
public transport system.

The new MAN Lion’s City G offers the very best alternative drive technology to reduce your CO2 footprint. You will 
not only benefi t from our experience as the market and technology leader in the fi eld of natural gas drive systems, 
but also from the multitude of highlights our latest Lion’s City bus has to offer. Embark into the future with innova-
tive technology, impressive effi ciency, modern design and redefi ned driving comfort. 

Optimum use of abundant space.Tried-and-tested design in motion. 

The interior also offers maximum comfort: Thanks to dimmable LED ambient light-
ing, the light comes from above, as it would from a natural source. 
The Color&Trim concept combining light and dark shades is also very pleasing to 
the eye. Because gas cannisters are installed in the roof, there is more space and 
comfort for both driver and passengers. The interior is perfectly completed by the 
spacious driver's workplace and the innovative rail concept that is not only simple 
to clean but also easy to maintain.

With its sophisticated shape and distinctive design, the bus is immediately recognis-
able as a member of the great MAN Lion’s City family. Its high-quality front – featuring 
the iconic LED headlights, black panel and chrome bar – makes a great fi rst impres-
sion. The optically lowered glass side line at the front – and its striking rear in a black 
piano fi nish – underscore the bus’s innovative character. The result is an enhanced 
appearance from any angle, perfect for the city of tomorrow. 

Leading the way to a low-emissions future.

The new MAN Lion’s City G is, quite simply, a cleaner 
mobility solution. It combines the effi ciency of natural gas 
with the clear conscience afforded by a low-emission drive 
system. The newly developed E18 gas engine boasts higher 
torque in spite of its lower engine capacity, and can also 
be conveniently combined with the MAN Effi cientHybrid 
system. It is the most environmentally friendly bus with 

a conventional design and minimum noise emissions and, 
as such, offers every town and city a transport solution 
with the maximum possible level of comfort coupled with 
an extended range. The new MAN Lion's City G is per-
fectly equipped to become the transport solution of the 
future for clean cities.
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